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Intelligence Staff" of the country, and may even in due course pave the way for the
establishment of a " Department charged to devise necessary social and industrial adjust-
ments that are intended to prevent the very occurrence of a wide-spread or long-continued
involuntary wagelesscess."
Such a National Board will have a formidable task and will be called upon to
raise large issues. Almost the first question the Board will have to consider is the direction
in which Indian economic development may be expected to lie. It looks as though the
latest Royal Commissions, one on Agriculture and the other on Factory Labour, are
intended, the former to direct and the latter to warn I
Ifc is necessary to sound a note of warning with regard to one obstacle in any
scheme of development on All-India lines. Agriculture and Industry are transferred
subjects, and the temptation for Ministers and heal Legislatures will naturally be to
regard any proposed scheme of development from a provincial point of view, if not indeed
a parochial point of view, and support local centres of production even when economic
factors are not favourable. For example, should events make it more abundantly clear
that the reign of Bombay as a centre of cotton industry is over, it would not be in the
interests of Indian development that the mills of Bombay should be bolstered by artificial
aids against the natural development of the industry elsewhere in India. Farther, it is
wellknown that efficient production in certain lines in the face of keen foreign competi-
tion can only be carried on by very large units in localities where the natural and o'ther
advantages are pronounced* It would, therefore, be an unpardonable waste of resources
to distribute units of production of moderate size all over the country. Cotton spinning
and cotton ginning are obvious examples of this wasteful duplication of plant. All this
could be availed if business-men were enabled to visualise the developme* t of the Jcountry
as a whole and could be placed in touch with movements and tendencies in other parts of
India, This (will be pre-eminently the task of the suggested All-India Organisation,
whose one aim should be to allow production to be localised in those parts of India which
offer favourable milieu and to discourage attempts elsewhere, which are doomed to failure
and will result in loss and discouragement.
The latest quinquennial Review o£ the "progress of Education '* in India says
that '* a f i eling, of late, has gaine>1 ground that the educated peop'e should not take up
their hereditary occupation, but should try to obtain employment of a clerical nature
under Government or some other public body, failing which under some other private
firm," The reports of the numerous committees of unemployment in India, and it is
highly significant that all these committees are concerned with unemployment among the
educated middle classes, corroborate thia apprehension. There is not adequate employ-
ment of a clerical character to meet the demand, and the applicants have not been trained
for other occupations, and they have not, or believe they have not, the necessary aptitude
for manual occupations.
This exaggerated tendency to make a living by occupations of a soft-handed character
is economic atavism, or it would probably be more correct to say that it is the
survival in a modern form of a well-known feature of the Middle ages. la the ancient
world tha citizen class cherished *' a contempt for industrial occupations; every form
of production, with a partial exception in favour of agriculture, was branded as unworthy
of a freeman—the only noble forms of activity being those directly connected with
public life, whether military or administrative. Labour was degraded by the relegation
of most departments of it to the servile classes, above whom the free artisans were but
little elevated in general esteem." We know that in mediaeval times in Europe and
what corresponds to that period elsewhere, the Nobles lived the life of chivalry and the
Clergy of devotion, while the serfs toiled for them. The modern economic organization
tends to create a class of persons who are able to trust themselves between the primary
producer and the consumer, and make a living for themselves in diverse ways.
The foregoing observations arc certainly not intended to disparage the significance
of " Service occupations " in community, nor does the fallacy underlie them of identifying
the wealth or income of a community with material products. It is not suggested, for
example, that India would be better off if the energies of its unemployed or employed
matriculates and graduates were diverted^ to production of liquor, cocaine and other
intoxicants and drugs. Nor is one oblivious of the fact that there are great wastes in
consumption of material goods. Alfred Marshall has drawn attention to the need for
" the higher study of consumption ", though he has added that " while it may have its
beginning within the proper domain of Economics, it cannot find its conclusions there,
but must extend far beyond." A student of Marshall cannot fail to recollect passages in
which he has pointed out that " there are great wastes in consumption both of the rich and
of the poor, and that " the world would]|go much better if everyone would buy fewer and

